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   *In 2018–2019, Asia and the Pacific spent $519.9 billion in climate finance—$225.6 billion in 2018 and $294.3 billion in 2019 (30% more than in 2018). The public sector contributed the most to total climate finance flows, at $351.8 billion (68%); of this amount, $241.7 billion came from development finance.*

   Figure should be $351.9 billion
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   ![Image of Total Climate Finance Flows to Asia and the Pacific, 2018-2019 (Value in billion)](image)
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   ![Image of Commercial Financial Institutions] (year 2018: $14.6, year 2019: $30.5)

   Correct figure should be 30.5.
Correct figures should be 0.2 and 0.01 for 2018 for policy, national budget support and capacity building, and low-carbon technologies, respectively.

Footnote 3 should be mitigation instead of adaptation.

Correct figure for Asia Transregional should be 2.6%.

Correct total figure should be 9,655 for AFOLU and fisheries.

Correct total figure for Southeast Asia is 14,005.
9) Correct figure for National DFIs is **191,065**.

10) Balance sheet debt financing 2019 should be **44,534**. Grand total 2019 should be **294,323**.

11) Correct figure for Ave. per year Mitigation + Adaptation for the Pacific is **0.512**.